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 Instagram is a social media service that allows its users to create a profile, upload photos and videos and share them with others by tagging them. It also provides users with the ability to view posts of other users in their ‘timeline’. InstaFollow is a free app that, in addition to following and unfollowing users on Instagram, allows you to view their Instagram profile data and the history of the Instagram
posts they have uploaded in the past. With the help of InstaFollow you will be able to know if someone has unfollowed you or they have not received your follow request, plus view their other Instagram profile data such as how many followers, what their username and their country are, who else is following them on Instagram, view their recent Instagram posts and lots more. You can also view users’
posts in their Instagram profile and see who has been following them, likes and comments they have received, check how much Instagram followers each user has, see the full list of tags each user has used to create their Instagram posts, view their Instagram activity history, see their most recent Instagram posts and more. InstaFollow is an app which allows users to manage their Instagram account on

the go, without having to use the social media site. The app also allows you to interact with other Instagram users by following, unfollowing, commenting and liking other users’ posts, and view data of their Instagram profile including who has been following them, the number of followers, likes, the number of likes they received, check who has liked their Instagram posts and view more.
INSTAFOLLOW FEATURES: - Follow and unfollow Instagram users. - View your Instagram profile data. - See who has been following you on Instagram. - See who has been unfollowing you on Instagram. - View comments. - See who has liked your Instagram posts. - See who has commented on your Instagram posts. - View the latest Instagram posts. - See when you last uploaded a photo or video. -

View your Instagram activity history. - View the profile data of the person you are following. - You can also view the followers and likes of Instagram accounts. - You 82157476af
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